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The COVID-19 pandemic has caused widespread disruption and exposed 
vulnerabilities in ways businesses are managed across the globe. Some of the 
significant changes expected to influence business models in the long term, 
include social distancing, large-scale remote working, reliance on shorter supply 
chains, enhanced use of technology, and customer introspection on the 
perceived value of goods and services. India is also seeing unprecedented rise in 
volumes and pace of Mergers and Acquisitions (M&As), alongside significant rise 
in private equity and venture capital investments.1

Regulatory bodies have cautiously monitored these business changes, and many 
of them are now taking strong measures to ensure the law keeps up in a volatile 
business environment. For instance, the RBI issued guidance on a risk-based 
approach for anti-money laundering programmes that banks and financial 
institutions had to adopt in less than 90 days. Furthermore, SEBI has issued 
guidelines for all listed companies to disclose any forensic audit irrespective of 
the quantum, and the ICAI is in the process of prescribing standards for forensic 
audit in India, the first such attempt by a professional body to prescribe such 
standards for forensic auditors.

Historically, data shows that business disruptions have been followed by a rise in 
discovery of fraudulent practices. The 2008 economic crisis is a case in point that 
saw several large-scale corporate frauds and the consequent companies on Wall 
Street. India too witnessed frauds from 2009 to 2012, including several high 
profile cases. The current business environment is turning collapse of several

Introduction

companies on Wall Street. India too witnessed frauds from 2009 to 2012, 
including several high profile cases. The current business environment is turning 
out to be no different. In the early stages of the pandemic, media reports from 
across the world indicated a rise in cybercrime. In May 2020, the Association of 
Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE) reported an overall increase in frauds observed 
and indicated that this trend was likely to continue over the next 12 months.2

What are the implications of such business disruptions on Fraud Risk 
Management (FRM) efforts in India? How can Indian organisations become 
future ready and effectively tackle frauds? What role can technology play in 
managing fraud risks in such a disruptive ecosystem underpinned by a black swan 
event? 

We sought to understand the leadership perceptions in India around corporate 
frauds. The findings from our fourth edition of the India Corporate Fraud 
Perception survey echo some of the sentiments from the ACFE report. 

• About 80.3 percent of respondents indicated that frauds would rise in the 
future, dominated by cybercrime owing to large-scale remote working 
arrangements and change in business models. Respondents indicated that 
the two key reasons for fraud to persist in the future, include the inability to 
understand vulnerabilities in new business models and reliance on static 
data for FRM. 
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In line with this, procurement (19.35 percent) and information technology 
(16.94 percent) would remain the processes most vulnerable to fraud risks. 
Third parties were identified as being most likely to indulge in unethical 
practices amounting to fraud (36.36 percent).

• About 48.5 percent of respondents believed that the success of a FRM 
programme rested on fraud prevention. Close to 43 percent of respondents 
felt, their existing FRM framework was inadequate to address future frauds. 
To improve the effectiveness of these frameworks, respondents suggested 
re-allocating their budgets towards the following top three areas: adoption 
of enhanced technologies that could provide an enterprise view of fraud 
(21.65 percent), implementing enhanced FRM processes for third parties 
(16.49 percent), and creating awareness amongst employees on fraud (16.49 
percent). Organisations appear cognisant of the value that third-party 
experts can bring to anti-fraud efforts,  especially the role that forensic 
accountants can play in strengthening investigations, which has been 
strongly recognised. 

• Close to 35 percent of respondents believe that future frauds would be 
detected using data analytics and other tools (and not rely entirely on 
conventional approaches, such as internal audit). The use of technology also 
appears to have helped organisations in these past months to continue with 
their FRM efforts. 

Introduction

About 46.5 percent of respondents indicated that they would be able to 
address fraud immediately, despite remote working arrangements. The most 
implemented technology tools include data preservation, and case 
management Leakage Prevention  (DLP) systems, tools for data collection 
and systems to track control deficiencies. Close to 50 percent of respondents 
indicated implementing (partially or completely) employee behaviour
analysis tools and Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) tools. 

Our survey findings underscore the need for transforming FRM practices, failing 
which, organisations can fall prey to fraudsters and cyber criminals in the future. 
There is a need to relook at mechanisms to prevent and detect frauds by 
investing in technology that can predict future risk areas and raise red flag for 
suspicious transactions. The ability to change and adapt FRM practices to new 
work paradigms will determine how organizations can effectively tackle future 
fraud risks. I hope you will find our survey report relevant and useful in your 
endeavours to prevent corporate fraud, make informed decisions about investing 
in anti-fraud technologies, designing fraud risk frameworks and building an 
ethical enterprise.

Regards,
Nikhil Bedi
Partner and Leader – Forensic
Financial Advisory, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu India LLP
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Corporate fraud in the context of 
a disruptive business landscape

Section 1 –
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The current business disruption can spur fraud over the next two years, according to 80.3 percent of respondents. About 70.34 percent felt the quantum of fraud 
losses would rise; with close to one-third of respondents saying it could be between 1 percent and 5 percent of revenues.

Section – 1  |  Corporate fraud in the context of a disruptive business landscape

Key findings

Do you believe that the current business disruption organisations
experience can spur fraud over the next two years? 

Q1 In the next two years, what can be the average fraud loss suffered by 
companies in your industry?

Q3

Do you expect a change in the quantum of fraud losses in the future? Q2

Yes

No

Can’t say

Less than 1 percent of revenue

Yes
Fraud losses will rise

Yes
Fraud losses will reduce

No
Fraud losses will remain the 

same as in the past

70.34%

13.56%

16.10%

80.31%

6.30%

13.39%

1-5 percent of revenue

Over 5 percent of revenue

Unable to quantify 

34.17%

30.83%

4.17%

30.83%
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Social distancing 1.57%

Heightened use of new technologies to facilitate work 18.11%

Shorter supply chains 0.79%

Heightened M&A activity in India 1.57%

Cash flow crunch in running the business 17.32%

Increased reliance on private equity/venture capital funding for business 1.57%

New business lines being rapidly built, or modifications to existing businesses 
to adapt to the changing environment and customer preferences

20.47%

Heightened enforcement action 0.79%

The top three future trends with a potential to significantly impact corporate frauds were identified as follows: large-scale remote working arrangements 
(37.80 percent), rapid changes in the current business and launch of new businesses (20.47 percent), and heightened use of new technologies to facilitate 
work (18.11 percent). 

Section – 1  |  Corporate fraud in the context of a disruptive business landscape

Key findings

According to you, which of the following trends and future events has the potential to most significantly impact corporate fraud? 

Large-scale remote working arrangements 37.80%
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Cybercrime, including data theft, breach, and intellectual property fraud 19.09%

In line with these trends, the fraud schemes to be most likely experienced in the future, include cybercrimes (19.09 percent), vendor/ business partner favoritism 
(13.11 percent), and bribery and corruption (11.97 percent).

Section – 1  |  Corporate fraud in the context of a disruptive business landscape

Key findings

Which of the following types of fraud/misconduct/malpractice do you believe your organisation can experience in the next two years?

Supply chain fraud, including counterfeiting and inventory pilferage 11.40%

Diversion/theft of funds and money laundering 6.84%

Fraudulent business valuations 4.56%

Vendor/customer/business partner favouritism 13.11%

Bribery and corruption 11.97%

Regulatory noncompliance 5.70%

Financial misreporting 7.69%

Leakage of sensitive information, including insider trading and espionage 7.41%

Fraud due to use of bots, artificial intelligence, and related technologies 8.26%

Any other, please specify 0.57%

My organisation is unlikely to experience any fraud in the future 3.42%
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Procurement 

10.48%

Procurement (19.35 percent) and information technology (16.94 percent) remain processes most vulnerable to fraud risks. Third parties were indicated as being 
most likely to indulge in unethical practices amounting to fraud (36.36 percent). 

Section – 1  |  Corporate fraud in the context of a disruptive business landscape

Key findings

In your view, which of the following processes can be most vulnerable to fraud risks in the coming years? 

19.35%

16.13%

6.45%

1.61%

16.94%

2.42%

0.81%

Sales and marketing 

Vendor/partner selection and management

Supply chain management

Logistics and transportation 

Finance and accounting, including treasury management 

Information technology 

Customer service 

Administration (including licenses and liaison with government agencies)

HR

Facilities management

Loan/equity financing activities

13.71%

7.26%

2.42% 2.42%
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Limited understanding of new fraud risks that can result in gaps in the current risk management framework 19.78%

Inadequate channels to report suspicions2.16%

The key contributors to future fraud were identified as having limited understanding of new fraud risks leading to gaps in the current risk management frameworks 
(19.78 percent), reliance on static, dated controls to prevent and detect fraud (14.39 percent), and disproportionate access to information systems and decision 
making provided to a few individuals (12.95 percent).

Section – 1  |  Corporate fraud in the context of a disruptive business landscape

Key findings

What do you feel are some of the reasons that can contribute to future fraud? 

Unrealistic goals linked to monetary compensation12.23%

Disproportionate access to information, systems, and decision making provided to few individuals12.95%

Unclear guidance from regulatory bodies on fraud risk management in light of the changing business 
environment 

4.68%

Resource constraints to build a robust fraud risk management system7.55%

Reliance on static, dated internal controls to prevent and detect fraud14.39%

Inadequate due diligence on employees/third party associates 8.63%

Unclear/irregular communication and education to employees on fraud, misconduct, and noncompliance5.76%

Poor demonstration of the code of conduct and ethical behaviours by the senior management7.55%

Inadequate redressal of reported fraud cases 4.32%
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Unlike the last edition of our survey, which indicated a rising confidence in 
organisations’ capabilities to manage fraud, responses to this edition emphasises
the need to transform FRM approaches to combat future frauds. In our view, the 
COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted businesses and exposed significant fraud-
related vulnerabilities, prompting over 80 percent of respondents to think that 
fraud would rise as a result of changes in the working environment (such as 
remote working arrangements and heightened use of technology). These 
changes to business operations have led to gaps in the current FRM frameworks, 
exposing organisations to the risk of cybercrime, vendor and business partner 
favouritism, and bribery and corruption, as indicated by respondents. Further, 
the evolving nature of the pandemic has revealed the need for real-time data 
from multiple sources for decision making. Organisations that have traditionally 
relied on static, dated controls have been unable to make critical decisions in a 
timely manner. We believe this experience will lead to rapid technology adoption 
by many organisations in the areas of fraud prevention, detection, and response. 

The survey findings also highlight the deteriorating trust in third parties with the 
majority of respondents indicating that third parties were most likely to indulge 
in unethical practices amounting to fraud. Regaining this trust can be possible by 
strengthening third party due diligence frameworks and having an open channel 
of communication to address any concerns. Additionally, it is recommended that 
organisations review their anti-bribery and corruption compliance policy, as 
wellas their procurement policy, to include controls reflective of new business 
developments. 

Section – 1  |  Corporate fraud in the context of a disruptive business landscape

Our Observations

This pandemic has demonstrated that fraudsters thrive on uncertainty and 
business disruption. Organisations continue to focus on business sustainability 
and operational stability, but deprioritising FRM efforts can have an adverse 
impact. 

India Corporate Fraud Perception Survey  |  Edition IV
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#1   Top cybercrimes affecting organisations

In recent times, continuous advancement in technology and the adoption of 
digital platforms with various functionalities and user experiences have increased 
manifold. There has been an exponential increase in digital financial transactions, 
remote education, working from anywhere, and even entertainment. With this 
fast growth, opportunities for fraudsters perpetrating digital frauds have grown 
exponentially as well. 

Organisations are being subject to compromise of business email infrastructure, 
ransomware attacks, and data breaches. In most cases, we have observed that 
employees play a critical role, both voluntarily and as unsuspecting conduits. It is 
reported that ransomware incidents increased 41 percent over the past year3. In 
the current COVID-19 scenario, organisations are grappling with threats related 
to employees working in unsecured or semi-secured environments. The balance 
between ease of working and security is a fragile one and a lot of effort is spent 
on mitigating risks. However, forward looking Chief Information Officers (CIO) and 
Chief Information Security Officers (CISO) need to pay more attention to what 
they need to do when a breach occurs.

While the clear and present danger continues to grow almost unabated, we do 
foresee an increase in emerging areas. These are set out as follows.

Section – 1  |  Corporate fraud in the context of a disruptive business landscape

Insights

Single request attacks: Usually perpetrated through a combination of phishing, 
vishing, smishing and an incentive, these attacks will continue to grow and 
compromise. While many of these target individuals, the blurring of lines on 
which devices are used for work-related or personal activity will put not only 
individual information, but also corporate infrastructure at risk. 

Digital identity exploitation: Fraudsters can exploit the digital identity of users; 
through various techniques such as social engineering, phishing, shoulder 
surfing, etc., and misuse it for carrying out fraudulent activities. In a corporate 
landscape, such identity theft can cause major reputational and financial impact.

Increased leaning towards home automation, Internet of Things (IOT) devices, 
etc., will result in vulnerable employee groups falling prey to attacks that could 
result in compromise of home networks, and therefore all connected devices, 
which could include laptops, mobile phones, etc., that are connected to 
organisational networks.

Fraud orchestration: Fraudsters are increasingly trying to play the ‘long game’, 
where they plant the malware or virus in the organisation so that it remains 
undetected. Over time, the virus keeps gathering and transmitting information, 
which the fraudsters use to plan a sophisticated attack in future that can cripple 
the organisation. 
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#2   The heightened risk of cybercrime and fraud while working from home 

The relatively new work-from-home arrangement has exposed organisations to a 
series of cyber security threats and risks. Corporate data can be accessed (via 
hacking and other means) from laptops and home PCs that may not have the 
same level of security as in-office setups and, hence, are likely to be more 
vulnerable to cybercrime. Since the lockdown, the world has seen increased rates 
of phishing attacks and malicious websites.4

One of the common risks observed in the work from home scenario is that apart 
from official communication applications installed on endpoint devices, 
employees also tend to opt for alternative mediums for official communication.
These alternative channels, if not governed by the organisation’s IT policy, can 
expose organisational data to external attacks. In certain organisations in the BFSI 
sector or in the R&D centres of companies, employees are not allowed to carry 
their mobile phones into the official working areas as data can be photographed 
or copied, a risk that is real and present while working from home.

Remote working has also exposed the limited knowledge of data privacy and 
cybercrime amongst employees. On-the-job trainings need to be provided to 
employees at large so that they can learn how to identify suspicious emails, how 
to access official data over the cloud using multi-factor authentication, and how-
to transfer and backup data in a secured manner.

Section – 1  |  Corporate fraud in the context of a disruptive business landscape

Insights
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#3   Enhancing anti-bribery and corruption compliance frameworks

The Man-made crisis and natural disasters have been the breeding grounds for 
fraud and corruption. In a demand-supply mismatch situation, companies are 
forced to prioritise business ahead of compliance to meet commitments. 
However, these actions may have led to situations that jeopardised years of 
efforts spent towards building an ethical enterprise. 

Our survey responses also point to a rise in bribery and corruption, possibly as a 
result of supply chain shortages. 

Instances of corrupt activities have already been noted internationally in Italy 
and US, in cases involving sourcing of Personal Protective Equipment (PPEs) 
worth several million Euros5, price inflation6, fake testing, fake vaccines, and 
phishing email scams that steal personal information.7

India too has witnessed similar allegations of corruption related to the 
procurement of medical equipment, distribution of relief funds, etc. Keeping in 
mind these issues, organisations should consider relooking at their anti-bribery 
and corruption compliance programmes. 

Section – 1  |  Corporate fraud in the context of a disruptive business landscape

Insights

Some of the considerations are listed below: 

1. Undertake detailed corruption risk assessment to check vulnerabilities in 
areas, such as procurement, logistics, payroll, and charitable contributions. 

2. Review transparency and accountability of decision-making processes and 
embed appropriate mechanisms to enable relevant stakeholders to meet 
compliance and business obligations. 

3. Undertake historic and real-time monitoring of business transactions using 
data analytics to identify anomalies and conduct detailed due diligence on 
counterparties.

4. Ensure that escalation mechanisms, such as a whistleblower hotline are in 
place and  functional. Additionally, trained resources could be enabled to 
respond appropriately to suspicions or allegations of any unethical activity 
reported via these mechanisms, to avoid delay in addressing such concerns.

5. Review key policies, such as anti-corruption policy, third-party due-diligence 
policy, Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) policy, and relevant procedures 
so that appropriate guidance is provided to enable compliance during the 
crisis. 
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#4   Re-examining the resilience of the procurement function and revisiting 
supply chain controls 

For most companies, procurement is simply a function of the right product at the 
right price; however the pandemic has forced companies to take a closer look at 
their procurement function. Our survey revealed that close to 20 percent of 
respondents felt that procurement would be the most vulnerable function to 
fraud in the coming years.

The survey also indicates that some respondents were vary of the disruption to 
the supply chain and associated risks. Over the years, reliance on third-party 
vendors, multimodal transport, and outsourcing activities has overall increased, 
subsequently leading to rise in fraud risks, such as vendor favoritism, theft, 
counterfeiting, pilferage, contamination, bribery and corruption, and 
noncompliance with local laws. Other manifestations of supply chain fraud 
include the following:

Section – 1  |  Corporate fraud in the context of a disruptive business landscape

Insights

To minimise the fraud risks posed to the supply chain, companies need to 
carefully examine new vendors or re-assess old vendors on whom dependencies
may have increased by undertaking the following checks:

1. Legitimacy and legal existence: Undertake remote and onsite review of the 
supplier’s facilities to affirm the legitimacy of businesses and their legal 
existence.

2. Sustainability and capacity: Review the operational availability of the third 
party’s factory/office/warehouse and ensuring the availability of 
staff/workforce to ensure that the supplier has the necessary capacity to 
fulfill the requirements of their clients.

3. Financial reliability: Evaluate the financial 
soundness or credit risk, by envisaging an 
altered revenue-expense paradigm; fixed 
expenses and interest will need to be
looked at as a percentage of 

internal accruals (current 
assets) to indicate the 
financial cushion that 
the business may have.

Diversion of products

Leakages in supply chain

Distribution management

Logistics and distribution fraud
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Addressing 
corporate fraud 
preparedness

Section 2 –
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Close to 43 percent of respondents felt that their existing FRM frameworks were inadequate to address future frauds. To improve the effectiveness of FRM 
frameworks, respondents indicated re-allocating their budgets towards the following top three options: adoption of enhanced technologies that could provide an 
enterprise view of fraud (21.65 percent), implementing enhanced FRM processes for third  parties (16.49 percent), and creating awareness amongst employees on 
fraud (16.49 percent)

Section – 2  |  Addressing corporate fraud preparedness

Key findings

Do you believe your organisation's existing fraud risk management framework is adequate to address future frauds? Q1

Yes

No

56.56%

43.44%

How do you believe your organisation's fraud risk management budget should be reallocated in the near future for improved effectiveness? Q2

15.46% 21.65% 8.25% 16.49% 8.25% 13.40% 16.49%

Towards setting up and managing robust whistleblowing systems 

Making specific technology investments towards monitoring remote working teams and their use of 
productivity software 

Overall enhanced adoption of advanced technologies that can provide an enterprise-wide view of fraud

Dedicated resources allocated towards scrutiny of potentially large contracts and M&A that the business is 
considering

Implementing enhanced fraud management processes for third-party dealings 

Towards periodic expert consultation for proactive identification and management of fraud risks

Creating awareness amongst employees on ethics, integrity, and reporting issues of fraud or misconduct 
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However, despite the realisation to re-assess their organisations’ FRM frameworks, respondents did not appear to have started this journey of change. The most 
common measures undertaken by organisations in the past six months during the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic include internal audit (13.83 percent), fraud 
risk assessment using internal teams (13.04 percent), and sharing periodic communication with employees on fraud (13.04 percent). Less than 5 percent of 
respondents indicated investing in anti-fraud technology. 

Section – 2  |  Addressing corporate fraud preparedness

Key findings

What measures has your organisation undertaken/strengthened since the onset of COVID-19 to prevent incidents of fraud? 

13.83% 6.72% 13.04% 7.11% 2.77% 6.72% 10.67% 3.16% 5.14% 11.07% 6.72% 13.04%

Undertook Internal Audit 

Engaged independent forensic experts to assess organisational fraud risk management 
frameworks 
Undertook fraud risk assessment/monitoring of fraud control frameworks via internal teams
Instituted/conducted due diligence checks on third parties, potential business partners (for 
M&A and otherwise) and recruits
Sought business valuations services from multiple independent parties
Set up a dedicated fraud prevention unit to research new frauds 

Set up an efficient whistleblower and redressal mechanism

Purchased anti-fraud and data leakage prevention software

Revised the anti-fraud policy and sought fresh declarations from employees/management on 
compliance with it

Conducted general fraud awareness trainings/workshops for all employees

Provided dedicated training programmmes for select teams/individuals to address frauds

Shared periodic communication to employees on fraud and its repercussions
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About 48.5 percent of respondents believed that the success of an FRM programme rested on fraud prevention. 

Section – 2  |  Addressing corporate fraud preparedness

Key findings

According to you, the success of a fraud risk management programme rests on which of the following aspects? 

Fraud prevention

Fraud prediction

Fraud detection

Fraud response

3.09%

12.37%

36.08%

48.45%

3.09%

12.37%

36.08%

48.45%
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To better address corporate fraud, respondents felt that the board and the CEO should set aside dedicated time in meetings to discuss FRM measures, whereas the 
audit committee and auditors should document this discussion and include it in the annual report and other corporate documents. The CFO should relook at 
budgetary allocations for FRM programmes on a quarterly basis, supported by the risk and compliance head, who should revise the KPIs for FRM programmes and 
evaluate them periodically. Interestingly, the CIO was expected to ensure periodic communication on fraud to employees.

Section – 2  |  Addressing corporate fraud preparedness

Key findings

In your view, what more can the following stakeholders do to better address corporate frauds in the future?

Board Audit 
committee

CEO/
managing 
director

Chief 
financial 
officer

Risk & 
Compliance 

head

Chief 
information 

security officer

Internal 
auditors

External 
auditors

Set aside dedicated time in meetings to discuss specific 
fraud risk management measures

Document discussion on fraud and include them in the 
annual report/other corporate documents

Relook at budgetary allocations for fraud risk management 
programmes on a quarterly basis

Revise Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)for fraud risk 
management programmes and enforce evaluations

Ensure regular communication on ethical behaviours

57.29%

22.83% 26.44%
14.89% 20.43% 18.18% 23.91% 20.65%

13.54%

36.96%
12.64%

17.02%
21.51%

14.77%

40.22% 51.09%

8.70%

21.84%

5.21%
7.29%

16.67%

23.91%

7.61%

20.69%

18.39%

42.55%

25.53%

8.60%

33.33%

16.13%

5.68%

27.27%

34.09%

4.35%
16.30%

15.22%

4.35%
10.87%

13.04%
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Amongst the following ecosystem players, who do you believe can help significantly improve your fraud risk management efforts in future? 

Law firms

Forensic experts

Technology organisations

Independent director

Law enforcement agency

Amongst the ecosystem players who could significantly improve FRM efforts in future, respondents identified technology organisations playing a role in fraud 
prevention and prediction, forensic experts and law enforcement in investigation, law firms in fraud response and anti-fraud education, and independent directors 
in fraud reporting.

Section – 2  |  Addressing corporate fraud preparedness

Key findings

Fraud 
prediction

43.68%

16.48%

4.30%

13.04%

2.25%

Fraud 
prevention

34.48%

21.74%

13.48%

11.83%
9.89%

Fraud 
investigation

69.23%

37.08%

10.34%

17.20%

6.52%

Other fraud 
response

38.71%

22.83%

10.11%

2.30%

Fraud 
reporting

26.09%

19.10%

6.90%
8.60%

3.30%

Anti-fraud 
education

19.35%

17.98%
2.30%9.78%
1.10%
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Close to 43 percent of respondents felt that their existing FRM framework was 
inadequate to address future frauds. This could be indicative of the reliance that 
many organisations place on traditional techniques, static data, and irregular 
reviews of their FRM frameworks; however, the pandemic has revealed that this 
may not be the ideal way to combat future frauds. Organisations need to adopt 
strong techniques and significantly improve their reliance on technology and use 
near real-time data for decision-making. 

Survey respondents suggested that their organisation’s FRM budget in the near 
future should be  re-allocated towards enhanced adoption of advanced 
technologies that can provide an enterprise-wide view of fraud. Yet, less than 5 
percent of respondents indicated investing in anti-fraud technology during the 
past six months of the pandemic. This inertia can possibly be attributed to a 
limited understanding of the long-term benefits that technology can offer 
(commensurate with the investments made). Traditionally, Indian organisations
tend to direct a majority of their FRM efforts towards fraud detection, whereas 
technology interventions are primarily geared towards fraud prevention. 

In our view, an enterprise-wide view of fraud is the future of fraud prevention. 
Today, the maturity of technology in the fraud landscape makes it possible for 
organisations to build and optimise enterprise-wide visibility for fraud. Unless 
such technology investments are made, organisations may be unable to actively 
combat fraud. 

Section – 2  |  Addressing corporate fraud preparedness

Our Observations

India Corporate Fraud Perception Survey  |  Edition IV
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#1   Investing in an enterprise-wide FRM framework

While looking to invest in an enterprise-wide FRM framework, organisations
must seek tools that can integrate both structured and unstructured data and 
perform advanced analytics on transactions. Many tools are available in the 
market, but organisations should consider a customised and scalable interface, 
supported by a subject matter expert (with experience of successful 
implementation). Below are some other considerations to ensure a smooth shift 
to an enterprise-wide FRM platform.

1. Build a business case: Clearly outline the expectations from the programme
and communicate the expected benefits to the management. This should 
include aspects, such as improved visibility on red flags and reduced efforts 
towards data gathering, which can now be invested in analysis and fraud 
prevention. 

2. Seek the right expertise: Implementation of an enterprise-wide framework 
can be difficult considering the elements involved, such as selection of 
appropriate tools. Risk and compliance leaders should consult with third-
party experts on their experiences with various tools prior to selecting an 
implementation partner.

3. Build inhouse expertise to run such a platform: The success of this 
framework depends on the knowledge and experience of users interpreting

Section – 2  |  Addressing corporate fraud preparedness
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the results. Implementation of enterprise-wide framework should be 
followed up with training users onthe framework.

4. Being realistic about the turnaround time for meeting expectations: There 
is a perception that integration of data is easy and results would be seen 
immediately, which is unrealistic. Initially, organisations should focus on 
success through a series of pilot projects.
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#2   Role of independent directors in FRM

Survey results indicate that independent directors could play an important role in 
fraud prevention, fraud response, and fraud reporting. In our experience, 
independent directors can provide a strong push for the adoption of ethical 
behaviours within the organisations they govern and hence, prevent fraud.

Given the current economic climate it is likely that some organisations may seek 
to focus on sustaining operations and on improving growth and profitability while 
unconsciously ignoring compliance. Under such circumstances independent 
directors need to act with the highest standards of vigilance and prudence, failing 
which they may be held liable for not discharging their duties effectively. 

We believe that independent directors must be alert and undertake adequate 
due diligence to protect the interests of stakeholders and themselves. Some 
considerations include the following:
• Provide greater scrutiny of the financial statement compilation process to 

obtain comfort on the sanctity of the information presented in the financial 
statements.

• Scrutinise and challenge high-value, complex, or ‘extraordinary’ transactions, 
which form a part of financial statements by seeking additional information, 
including business rationale, appropriate documentation, approvals, and
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compliance aspects. In particular, identify related party transactions, 
loans/advances made to related parties and other entities, and closely monitor 
these.  
• Provide recommendations on the appointment of credible independent 

experts for opinion on key matters, including assessment of internal controls 
and aspects that require technical expertise to maintain sanctity and 
confidentiality of the information. (e.g., unpublished price sensitive 
information, corporate governance, etc.).

• Consider all whistleblower complaints/tips diligently and ensure that they 
are addressed adequately with internal/external investigation. The outcome 
of the investigations and remediation mechanism, if any, taken by the 
management should be discussed. Ensure that the company has 
implemented an adequate system of continuous monitoring in place for 
critical areas of concern to identify red flags, if any, on a real-time basis. 
Independent directors should take cognizance of key potential issues 
identified, if any and their closure with satisfactory justifications.
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#3   Evolution of the anti- fraud ecosystem in India

Section – 2  |  Addressing corporate fraud preparedness
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*Source: https://www.icai.org/post/icai-ed-forensic-accounting-investigation-standards 

Companies Act 
introduces multiple 
provisions on fraud 
risk management

MCA mandates 
disclosure of frauds 
over INR 1 Cr

Fraud is dealt 
internally with 
minimal impact 
on reputation

Serious Fraud Investigation 
Office (SFIO) investigates 300+ 
corporate fraud cases cases
every year

2009

Reliance on 
internal audit for 
fraud prevention 
and detection

Pre 2009

India sees first 
large corporate 
fraud that sparks 
widespread shock

Companies 
relook at FRM 
practices

2013

• Independent directors are 
liable  for fraud

• Organisations pushed to 
structure their FRM 
efforts 

• Whistle blower (WB) 
hotline and dedicated 
FRM teams come up

2016

• Companies seek help 
to quantify fraud value

• Rely on forensic 
accountants

• Start investing in 
technology

• Seek legal experts to 
respond to regulatory 
requests

• Companies see value in 
seeking legal recourse

• Seek forensic technology 
experts to gather and 
preserve evidence

• Forensic and legal experts 
work together to present the 
case and seek resolution

2018

2020

• RBI mandates integrated risk assessments for 
banks

• Ministry of corporate Affairs (MCA) mandates 
disclosures of all WB complaints for listed 
companies

• SEBI mandates disclosure of all forensic audits

• Companies increase technology investments

• Look to strategic solutions, such as AI and ML

• Recognise the value that forensic accountants, 
IDs, legal experts, and law enforcement can  
bring to fraud risk management

• ICAI to introduce Forensic Accounting and 
Investigation Standards (FAIS)*
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Section – 2  |  Addressing corporate fraud preparedness
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A decade ago, forensic accounting was a subject unheard of and greater reliance 
was placed on the internal auditor to identify corporate malpractice. Over the 
years, while the reliance on internal auditors has remained, there is equal 
emphasis on bringing forensic investigators in situations involving a conflict of 
interest, such as possible collusion with employees.

Our survey indicates that organisations appear to have started appreciating the 
role of law firms, forensic experts, independent directors, technology providers, 
and law enforcement agencies in FRM endeavours. Respondents identified 
technology organisations as playing a role in fraud prevention and prediction, 
forensic experts and law enforcement in investigation, law firms in fraud 
response and anti-fraud education, and independent directors in fraud reporting.

We believe that the future of FRM will be a collaborative effort within this 
ecosystem of experts. The pandemic has demonstrated several instances where 
ecosystem players collaborated in innovative ways to ensure that FRM efforts 
continued even as businesses slowed down. 
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Corporate fraud 
and the role of 
technology

Section 3 –
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Risk based approach for 
analytics

Reliance on control 
based reports 

generated by the 
ERP system

Identifying applicable 
fraud scheme(s) and 

then monitoring them 
using custom analytics 

tool/ solution

Identifying incremental 
areas to monitor as well 
as refine existing fraud 
schemes that are being 

monitored

The most implemented technology-based approaches to continuously monitor fraud risks include risk-based approach and controls-based reports generated by 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems.

Section – 3  |  Corporate fraud and the role of technology

Key findings

To help your organisation continuously monitor fraud risks, please indicate which of the following approaches you have considered. 

Implemented

Implementation in progress

Not considering

49.33%

32.00%

18.67% 18.31%

32.39%

49.30%

28.77% 24.66%

45.21%

30.14%

45.21%

26.03%
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Most implemented tools include DLP system, tools for data collection and preservation, and case management systems to track control deficiencies. About 48 
percent of respondents indicated having implemented (partially or completely) employee behaviour analysis tools.

Section – 3  |  Corporate fraud and the role of technology

Key findings

To help your organisation continuously monitor fraud risks, please indicate which of the following tools you have considered. 

Corporate fraud analytics software product purchased off the shelf

In house development with consultation from third parties/ experts

Use of case management system to track control 
deficiencies identified by monitoring tool

Deployment of enterprise tools and technologies to collect 
and preserve electronic data for investigation purposes

Data leakage prevention system

Employee behavioural analysis tools

Implemented

Implementation in progress

Not considering12.00%

31.80%

39.19%

40.85%

63.77%

21.74% 26.09% 52.17%

21.74% 14.49%

25.35% 33.80%

33.78% 27.03%

43.24% 25.68%

17.33% 70.67%
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The most used technologies for FRM include statistical analysis and data mining, interactive dashboards, and data visualisation. Close to 50 percent of respondents 
indicated that they were either implementing or had implemented AI and ML tools. Voice search and concept clustering were indicated as least preferred 
technologies.

Section – 3  |  Corporate fraud and the role of technology

Key findings

To help your organisation continuously monitor fraud risks, please indicate which of the following technologies you 
have you considered. 

Implemented

Implementation in progress

Not considering

Traditional 
statistical 

analysis and 
data mining 

tools

Voice search 
and analysis 

tools

Link analysis Blockchain 
technologies

Social network 
analysis

Concept 
clustering

Sentiment 
analysis

Data 
visualisation, 

data cloud/tag 
cloud

Interactive 
dashboards

Artificial intelligence/ 
machine learning 

techniques to check 
violation and 

generate alerts in 
accounting interface

52.17%

11.59%

36.23%

9.23%

16.92%

73. 85%

22.73%

21.21%

56.06%

11.94%

22.39%

65.67%

15.15%

28.79%

56.06%

6.35%

17.46%

76.19%

14.06%

10.94%

75.00%

26.15%

30.77%

43.08%

31.82%

30.30%

37.88%

16.42%

32.84%

50.75%
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Section – 3  |  Corporate fraud and the role of technology

Key findings

Close to 34.38 percent of respondents believed future frauds would be detected using data analytics and other tools.

Given the long-term impact of business disruptions, how do you believe potential fraud incidents would be detected in your organisation in the future? 

34.38%

26.56%

18.75%

12.50%

3.91%
3.13%

0.78%

By accident

Via statutory audit 

By verbal tip-offs by employees to senior management/promoters

By identified customer/vendor complaints or escalations

Via an Internal Audit review

Through anonymous complaints received on our whistle blower channels

Using data analytics and other technology tools
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A preliminary analysis would be conducted 
internally and if it appeared that there may 
be merit to the allegation, the investigation 
may be conducted by an independent 
external expert

Section – 3  |  Corporate fraud and the role of technology

Key findings

The use of technology also appears to have helped about 47 percent of respondents address fraud immediately, despite remote-working arrangements. About 86 
percent of respondents indicated that they would undertake an internal investigation to ascertain the suspicions.

How urgently can you address any high potential fraud related observations in 
the current business environment with remote working and other 
developments? 

What actions are you most likely to take in your organisation upon receiving 
reports of suspicious activity in the near future?

Immediately

Within one to two months

Within six months 

It will takes us more than six months

46.48%

35.21%

7.04%

11.27%

An external agency would be hired to 
investigate the suspicions due to remote 
working considerations

Suspicions may not be investigated 
immediately due to other business 
priorities

61.11%

25.00%

11.11%

2.78%

Suspicions would be investigated internally 
due to cost and other constraints 
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Section – 3  |  Corporate fraud and the role of technology

Key findings

Upon ascertaining fraud, over 50 percent of respondents indicated that they would prefer to take legal action against involved parties.

Upon ascertaining a fraud, how would you treat the involved parties? 

23.29%

50.68%

20.55%

5.48%

The involved parties would be 
allowed to resign in lieu of filing a 

legal case, depending on the 
severity of the case

Legal action would be taken 
against the involved parties, 

depending on the severity of the 
case

The employee would be 
terminated but legal action may 

not be initiated

The perpetrator/
involved parties would be given 
a warning and moved to a low-

risk role
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Technology is helping organisations to proactively manage the risk of fraud. Our 
survey indicates that organisations have either implemented or are in the 
process of implementing several technological tools to assist them in monitoring 
transactions and flagging off suspicious entries. 

Along with fraud prevention, we believe that technology will also play an 
important role in detecting future frauds with tools, such as  data analytics, AI, 
and ML. Further, technology is increasingly able to help organisations with fraud 
response, particularly if it involves responding to a regulator or seeking legal 
recourse. 

Close to 50 percent of respondents indicated seeking legal action against the 
parties involved in fraud (compared to 33 percent in the previous edition of our 
survey). We believe the confidence to seek legal recourse may be a result of 
technology that can help document and preserve evidence related to fraud in a 
legally acceptable manner. 

The past few years have seen increased number of regulatory actions on 
identified fraudulent individuals and/or companies globally. As businesses invest 
in technology, they have also aided regulatory/ investigation agencies to obtain 
greater insights by examining electronically stored information within 
organisations. As a result, there has been great emphasis on acquiring and

Section – 3  |  Corporate fraud and the role of technology

Our Observations

preserving electronic information in a way, which is forensically sound and is 
admissible in the court of law. This can also aid faster resolution of cases when 
companies seek legal resource for frauds.
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#1   Preventing fraud through better data management and discovery 

The COVID-19 pandemic has pushed organisations to consider the use of leading 
technologies, such as AI and ML in fraud prevention, rather than focus solely on 
fraud detection, as had conventionally been the case. Close to 50 percent of 
survey respondents indicated having implemented AI and ML in varying degrees 
as part of their fraud prevention efforts.

In our view, AI and ML solutions can make organisational data ‘discoverable’ or in 
other words identify, document, and classify data. Undertaking a data discovery 
exercise can help understand the kind of data available, the way it is processed, 
and the insights it can provide for the organisation. In our experience, the 
following two ways can derive the benefits of data discovery via AI.

• Understanding the data available: Traditionally, organisations were reluctant 
to carry out data discovery exercises owing to the sheer logistical challenge 
of volume of data residing with them. However, with AI, data scouring and 
reporting on data locations, sizes, formats, etc., and mapping of information 
can become a less tedious task. Automated network crawlers can be 
deployed on the enterprise architecture to read data contents seamlessly 
across folders, applications, and systems. 

Section – 3  |  Corporate fraud and the role of technology
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• Filtering of data for reviews: An increase in the amount of data being 
discovered has also led to an increase in the amount of data being reviewed 
(either for a fraud risk review, near real-time event analysis or other such 
matters). To understand the inputs being considered for such reviews, ML 
technology can be leveraged to ‘teach’ the data processor what is relevant 
and what is not for that review. For instance, tools can be trained to detect 
any one-to-one communication with non-corporate email addresses and tag 
these as relevant or ‘positive’; and in parallel, detect mass mailers as 
irrelevant or ‘negative’, thereby converting manual investigation to digital 
intelligence. This ‘learning’ may then be extended to larger data sets, 
ensuring that only relevant data is reviewed for a specific purpose. 

The use of AI and ML in data discovery offers numerous benefits, both in locating 
significant documents faster, thereby increasing efficiency and reducing costs, 
and also in identifying a greater volume of information to broaden and deepen 
the understanding of the subject matter itself.
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#2   Considerations for undertaking fraud and misconduct investigations 
remotely

In the current environment, internal investigation teams tend to face more 
pressure due to re-aligned business priorities, changes in business operations, 
and cost considerations. How prepared are they to tackle fraud in this new 
environment? While assessing new fraud risks and putting in place added 
controls is one aspect, preparing appropriate response protocols and procedures 
to deal with an incident/allegation is also important.

Undertaking investigations remotely requires considerably greater planning and 
co-ordination amongst the investigation team. Case management systems and 
collaboration tools are efficient ways to keep the investigation on track with the 
entire team apprised of progress and observations. 

In the planning stage itself, it is critical to identify the various sources of 
information and pre-empt challenges in data collection to devise alternate 
solutions. For instance, informational interviews and process discussions can be 
conducted over virtual meeting platforms, process walkthroughs may be 
conducted live over video. Similarly, data extraction may be conducted using 
remote access, data/documentation may be exchanged on secure file sharing 
platforms. Hard copy documentation may be digitised; however, consider that 
the originals may need to be preserved.
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Of all investigative procedures though, interviews with identified suspects can 
certainly be the most challenging under remote working conditions. This is 
because of limited control over the interview environment, loss of non-verbal 
cues, managing complexities and multiple interviews without information 
leaking, evidence sharing, possibility of non-cooperative interviewees feigning 
connectivity issues, etc.  

While these concerns cannot be eliminated, it is certainly possible to manage 
them to an extent. Defining protocols for remote interviews is a start. Thoroughly 
planning the interview sequence, platforms, evidence sharing mechanism 
(screen share/secure data room with limited time read-only access, etc.) and 
testing out infrastructure beforehand can help avoid technical glitches. 

Remote workplaces have also increased the risk of cyber security incidents and 
companies should be prepared to respond aptly. Incident response planning is 
one of the most important part of an organisation’s cybersecurity plan. It 
becomes extremely critical to these remote working environments, wherein 
employees are dispersed amongst different networks, locations, and devices. To 
conclude, the change in business environment and processes may undermine the 
existing fraud management framework in organisations, but there is also an 
opportunity to leverage the circumstances with adaptive technologies to build a 
robust and effective fraud management system to detect and address fraud in a 
timely manner.
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This survey report has been developed based on the responses received to a questionnaire that we circulated to leading 
CXOs across all major sectors and organisations working in the area of fraud risk management, as well as to working 
professionals, in August and September 2020. The survey saw close to 200 responses, of which about 60 percent of 
respondents identified themselves as decision makers in the finance, operation, information technology, compliance, 
legal, internal audit, and fraud risk management areas. Close to 73 percent of survey respondents identified themselves 
as belonging to organisations with over INR 500 crore turnover.

The response rate to questions varies and not all respondents have 
answered all questions in the survey. Each statistic used in this report 
is derived from the number of responses to that question and must not 
be considered consistent across the report. For multiple choice questions 
and priority-based questions, the weighted average of responses for that 
question has been used to derive the statistics.

About the survey 
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About Deloitte’s Forensic practice in India 

Deloitte’s Forensic practice in India helps organisations protect their brand and reputation through proactive advice on their exposure to fraud, corruption, 
non-compliance, misconduct, and other future business risk issues. The practice also helps clients react quickly and confidently in a crisis, investigation, or 
dispute scenario. We use our global network, deep industry experience, and advanced analytical technology to understand and resolve/deal with all such 
issues. The team comprises of professionals who bring in diverse skill sets to the practice.

For more information, you may visit our webpage here
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